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We present a modeling and experimental investigation about the physics of nanofoam growth in pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) experiments. Thanks to their unique features, ultralow density materials—known
as nanofoams—are attracting a growing interest for many cutting-edge applications. PLD has emerged as
one of the most promising and versatile techniques for the synthesis of nanofoam; however, the lack of a
satisfactory comprehension of the nanofoam growth process hinders the unleashing of their full potential as
innovative materials. In this work we propose a snowfall-like model that describes the nanofoam growth as the
coalescence of micrometric-sized fractal aggregates of nanoparticles, where the aggregates are formed through
an in-flight process whose timescale is determined by the shot-to-shot time interval. We exploit these insights to
demonstrate an approach to control the nanofoam properties down to the nanoscale. These results, along with
their interest from a fundamental point of view, open perspectives in the field of low density nanostructured
materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultralow density nanostructured materials, also known as
“nanofoam,” constitute a broad class of materials character-
ized by a large fraction of submicrometric voids and/or pores
(typically � 90%). Nanofoams exhibit ultralow density [1]
(1−100 mg/cm3) and extremely high surface-to-volume ratio,
which make them of interest for many research fields of
great societal and technological importance, such as hydrogen
storage [2], next generation supercapacitors [3] and catalysts
[4,5], water treatment [6], gas sensing [7], and medicine [8].
In the past years, nanofoam materials derived from differ-
ent elements have been investigated, namely noble metals
[2,9], transition metals [3–5], oxides [10,11], semiconduc-
tors [12], and organic compounds. Among them, carbon (C)
nanofoams have attracted an impressive amount of research
efforts because of their unusual and appealing features, like an
unconventional ferromagnetic behavior [13,14], giant optical
absorption [15], and an increased adsorption and storage
capability [16], together with the unique carbon capability
of forming chemical bonds that are very different in their
nature (i.e., sp1, sp2, and sp3 hybridization). Several tech-
niques have been proposed for the synthesis of C nanofoam
(see for example [17] and references therein). Among them,
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has emerged as an ideal tool to
produce ultralow density C nanofoam since the seminal work
done by Rode and co-workers [18]. PLD is a widely used
material production technique, is versatile in a broad range
of tunable process parameters, and allows to use virtually
every kind of substrates. It has been demonstrated that PLD
can be exploited to produce C nanofoams with controlled
and reproducible mean density and thickness [13,18–23].
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These aspects can be of crucial importance also in the
light of specific applications. An example is given by the
development of advanced target concepts for superintense
laser-driven ion acceleration, where an ultralow density layer
(� 10’s of mg/cm3) is attached to a micrometric solid foil
(see for example [24] and references therein). In previous
works we have shown that PLD can be exploited to grow
carbon nanofoam suitable as a low-density layer in advanced
targets for laser-driven ion acceleration [25–28]. We have also
observed that the nanofoam morphology at the micro- and
nanoscale plays a major role in determining the effectiveness
of the laser acceleration process [29] and hence a precise
morphological control of the pulsed laser deposited nanofoam
is highly desirable.

It is well understood that PLD carbon nanofoams are
essentially void-rich, fractal-like structures made of carbon
nanoparticles [30], with an average diameter ranging from
a few nanometers up to tens of nanometers [7,18,19,21,31].
Production of nanoparticles by pulsed laser ablation has
been observed both in nanosecond [32–34] and subpicosec-
ond regimes [35–37]. Generally speaking, nanoparticles are
formed in the first stages of laser ablation process either by
a direct ejection from the target (typically in the case of
subpicosecond laser pulses) or during the expansion of the
ablated species in a background atmosphere. Different theo-
retical models describing the synthesis of nanoparticles have
been proposed [38–41]; remarkably, it has been shown that
the generation of nanoparticles represents a general feature
of laser ablation and it is not limited to specific materials or
deposition regimes [42,43].

In contrast with the rich and vast body of literature de-
scribing the synthesis of nanoparticles in laser ablation exper-
iments, the physics of how the nanoparticles spatially arrange
themselves to give rise to the peculiar nanofoam morphology,
i.e., the physics of nanoparticle aggregation which determines
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the growth of nanofoam films, is poorly understood. Only
a few articles are devoted to the study of fractal structures
resulting from the coalescence of laser-ablated nanoparticles
with various elemental compositions [44–47]. In these works,
two main aggregation mechanisms are proposed to explain
the morphological features of the deposited structures, namely
nanoparticle diffusion on substrate [46,47] and nanoparticle
aggregation occurring in flight [44]. However, a complete
and satisfactory picture of the various processes (and the
corresponding timescales) that take place during the PLD
process is still lacking, and many questions regarding the
relation between material properties (e.g., average density
and average aggregate size) and PLD parameters are not an-
swered yet. This aspect is even more relevant considering that
nanofoam obtained by nanosecond PLD are grown exploiting
an unconventional, largely unexplored PLD regime charac-
terized by very high background pressure (up to 1000 Pa),
in which nanofoam properties could be influenced also by
process parameters that are not usually investigated in con-
ventional, low-pressure PLD regimes. A deeper and better
comprehension of nanofoam growth dynamics—besides its
interest from a fundamental and cross-disciplinary point of
view—is therefore crucial to unleash the full potential of PLD
as a versatile tool for the production of advanced ultralow
density materials.

In this paper we propose an experimental and model-
ing investigation of the physics underlying the growth of C
nanofoam in nanosecond PLD experiments. In particular, we
focus on the dynamics of the nanoparticle aggregation into a
foamlike structure, while the synthesis of nanoparticles is not
discussed here. After having presented the methods and tools
that we use in this work, we study the evolution of nanofoam
morphology through different stages of growth, characterized
by an increasing number of laser shots. Having shown that
the peculiar nanofoam structure is given by the coalescence
of aggregates in a snowfall-like process, we correlate the
aggregate size with the aggregation timescale. We develop
two alternative models to describe the relationship between
the aggregation timescale and the PLD parameters, and we
test them experimentally. Finally, we exploit the insights
gained about the aggregation timescale to demonstrate how
it is possible to control nanofoam morphology and density by
acting on the laser repetition rate.

II. METHODS

In a typical nanosecond PLD experiment, a pulsed laser
beam is focused on a solid target with a repetition rate which
is the inverse of the shot-to-shot time Tsts, causing the evapo-
ration of its superficial layers. The ablated species expand in
a vacuum chamber that can be filled with a background gas at
a desired pressure, and finally impinge on a substrate placed
at a variable distance dts from the target. The ablated species
are slowed down and confined by the interaction with the
background gas, potentially leading to the formation of atomic
clusters and nanoparticles. By acting on the background gas
pressure one can control the nature of the species arriving on
the substrate (either atoms, atomic clusters, or nanoparticles),
their kinetic energy, and, in the case of nanoparticles, their
aggregation dynamics. These features, in turn, determine the

FIG. 1. Average density of PLD carbon films as a function of the
background argon pressure. Target to substrate distance is 4.5 cm,
laser fluence is 2.1 J/cm2, repetition rate is 10 Hz.

morphological characteristics of the deposited film. As a
general rule valid for typical PLD experiments, the higher
the background pressure the lower the density of the resulting
film.

In Fig. 1 the average density (measured by the EDXS
method, see below) of PLD carbon films is plotted as a
function of the background argon pressure for a specific value
of laser fluence; the insets show the typical morphology of
PLD carbon films for different pressure regimes. Depositions
in vacuum or at very low pressure (<10 Pa) give rise to
compact amorphous carbon films, with density close to that
of bulk graphite [25]. As the pressure increases the density
sharply falls and cauliflowerlike and treelike structures appear
[48,49]. Hierarchical nanostructures with similar morpholo-
gies have been observed also for different PLD conditions
and materials [50]. For pressures exceeding ∼100 Pa, the
foamlike growth regime, characterized by a density in the
range of 10–20 mg/cm3 and a mild dependency of density
on pressure, sets in. This deposition regime is characterized
by a plume length �p—defined as the maximum length of
the light emitting region during the expansion of the ablated
species—shorter than the target-to-substrate distance (for a
fluence of 1.6 J/cm2 and pressure of 700 Pa Ar, �p ∼ 2 cm).
This so-called out-of-plume regime implies that the ablated
material gets purely diffusional motion before reaching the
substrate [51].

The PLD experiments herein reported are performed using
the second harmonic λ = 532 nm of a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser (pulsed duration = 5–7 ns). The laser can operate in
single-shot mode or with a repetition rate equal to 1, 2, 5, or
10 Hz. The laser beam is focused on a pyrolitic graphite target
with an incidence angle of 45◦. Unless otherwise specified,
laser fluence is fixed to 1.6 J/cm2 and the background pressure
is 700 Pa of Ar. During the laser ablation in a high background
pressure the target may get covered by ablated material that
redeposit in the region nearby the laser spot. These rede-
posits could be mobilized by subsequent shots and reach the
substrate. In order to avoid this phenomenon, the target is
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kept fixed during each experimental run, and is laser cleaned
between one experiment and the other. All the depositions are
performed at room temperature.

Sample morphology is characterized with a Zeiss Supra
40 field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, ac-
celerating voltage 3–7 kV). The electron microscope setup is
also used to check deposit composition via energy-dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS, accelerating voltage 5–10 kV).
In addition, EDXS is exploited to calculate the nanofoam
areal density: a theoretical model, describing electron trans-
port in the nanofoam/substrate system and characteristic
x-ray emission, is used to retrieve the areal density from
the measurement of the Kα peak intensity of carbon (rela-
tive to the nanofoam) and silicon (relative to the substrate)
[52,53]. The average density of the nanofoam is then calcu-
lated as the ratio of the areal density, obtained with EDXS,
and the average thickness, measured by SEM cross section
images.

Raw grayscale SEM images are processed with a MAT-
LAB ® code developed ad hoc to extract quantitative in-
formation about the aggregate morphology and size. The
fractal dimension of a single aggregate is extracted with a
power spectrum method, which consists of the calculation
of the power spectral density S, obtained as the squared
Fourier transform of the image. This function depends on
the radial spatial frequency q with a power-law S(q) ∝ q− f ′

,
where f ′ represent an estimation of the fractal dimension even
in the case of noisy and blurred images [54]. In addition,
the code converts the grayscale SEM image into a black
and white map and then counts each connected white pixel
region as an “aggregate” with a certain area Ai. An equivalent
radius Ri is assigned to each aggregate by inverting the
relation Ai = πRi

2. Three quantities are extracted from each
processed image: the total number of aggregates (Nagg), the

total coverage (
∑Nagg

i Ai), and the averaged equivalent radius

( 1
Nagg

∑Nagg

i Ri). Several SEM images are processed for each
sample, and mean values are taken by averaging different
images having the same magnification (magnification factor
5000 or 20 000). Unless otherwise specified, error bars corre-
spond to the standard deviation over each image set. In the
following, we consider the power-law exponent f ′ and the
average equivalent radius Req as reasonable estimations of
the “real” aggregate fractal dimension f and gyration radius
Rg, respectively. As a matter of fact, f ′ and Req are cal-
culated from two-dimensional images, while real aggregates
are three-dimensional objects. Another issue is related to the
finite spatial resolution of SEM images, since the pixel size
can be as large as 75 nm (for 5k magnification). Nevertheless,
these limitations do not significantly affect the interpretation
of the experimental results, at least as far as the the scopes of
this paper are concerned [55,56].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Morphology evolution with increasing shots
and different substrates

In the first place we follow the evolution of the morphology
of the nanofoam as the number of laser shots increases.
An overview of the evolution of aggregate morphology as

FIG. 2. SEM images of the deposited C aggregates as a function
of the number of laser shots. Background pressure is 700 Pa Ar, target
to substrate distance is 4.5 cm, laser fluence is 1.6 J/cm2, repetition
rate is 10 Hz.

a function of the number of laser shots is given in Fig. 2.
Micrometric-sized aggregates of nanoparticles are already
present on the substrate even for very few (5–10) shots. An
example of the typical aggregate morphology is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The average nanoparticle size is around 10–20 nm.
The average fractal dimension f = 1.81 (standard deviation
σ f = 0.21) is calculated via the Fourier spectrum method
[Fig. 3(b)] on a set of 16 SEM images of different aggregates.
This value is typical of diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggre-
gation, in contrast with reaction-limited aggregation processes
that usually yield a substantially higher fractal dimension
( f � 2.1) [57,58]. The inherent three-dimensional nature of
the aggregates can be appreciated in Fig. 3(c). Since the height
of some aggregates is comparable with their lateral size and
much larger than the nanoparticle size, a two-dimensional
aggregation process—such as diffusion-limited aggregation
on substrate—is unlikely.

Additional arguments against on-substrate aggregation can
be found considering the evolution of aggregate morphology
with the number of laser shots. In a scenario dominated by the
aggregation on substrate, one should observe that the average
aggregate radius increases with the number of shots and the
total coverage [59]. As shown in Fig. 4, the aggregate size
seems to be independent from the number of shots and from
the total coverage (since the coverage is ∝Rg

2 × Nagg). On the
other hand, Nagg increases almost linearly with the number
of shots, until the aggregates start to coalesce together into
a weblike or foamlike structure. These features indicate that
most of the ablated material reaches the substrate already in
the form of micrometric aggregates, and therefore one must
conclude that the aggregation process occurs in flight, i.e.,
in the gas-filled vacuum chamber before the landing of the
aggregates onto the substrate.

To substantiate this claim, we performed additional de-
positions of substrates other that silicon, namely a 300 nm
thick amorphous carbon (aC) film and a 1 μm thick rhodium
(Rh) film. We selected these substrates owing to their po-
tential applicative interest (see for example [49]) and the
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FIG. 3. (a) SEM image of a typical aggregate taken from a 10
shot sample. (b) The aggregate fractal dimension is calculated by
fitting the Fourier transform spectrum with a power law of the
radial spatial frequency. For the aggregate shown to the right, f ≈
1.84. (c) SEM image of C aggregates taken with type II secondary
electrons (SE2) and imposing a 25◦ tilt to the sample holder. Three-
dimensional nature of the aggregates can be appreciated.

fact that they present important differences in their physical,
chemical, and morphological characteristics compared with
single crystal silicon. The aC film are deposited in vacuum,
in the same experimental configuration (i.e., same target, laser
wavelength, laser fluence) employed for the nanofoam depo-
sitions, without breaking the vacuum between the compact
carbon film growth and the nanofoam depositions. The Rh
film depositions are carried out in vacuum, with λ = 1064 nm
and fluence 1.8 J/cm. The Rh substrates are not stored in
vacuum between their fabrication and the nanofoam deposi-
tion. Details about Rh film production are given in [60]. Both
films have been grown with the same PLD setup onto the
same silicon slides used as substrate in the other depositions
hereby reported. Figure 5 shows how the morphology of ag-
gregates deposited onto silicon [Fig. 5(a)], amorphous carbon
[Fig. 5(b)], and rhodium [Fig. 5(c)] is very similar despite
the differences among the substrate properties, supporting
the hypothesis of in-flight aggregation. We also note that
the aggregation process does not seem to be affected by the
chemical affinity between substrate and nanoparticles (as in
the case of aC substrate) or by the presence of droplets on
the Rh surface that could have acted as nucleation seeds if
diffusion-limited aggregation on substrate were the dominant
aggregation mechanism at play.

FIG. 4. Number of aggregates (violet squares) and average ag-
gregate radius (green crosses) as a function of the number of laser
shots. Background pressure is 700 Pa Ar, target to substrate distance
is 4.5 cm, laser fluence is 1.6J/cm2, repetition rate is 1 Hz.

We note that this result differs from the surface diffusion-
limited aggregation model proposed in [46,47] to explain the
aggregation of gold and titania nanoparticles in femtosecond
PLD experiments. On the other hand, it substantiates the claim
put forward in [44], where the fractal structure obtained by
subpicosecond PLD of iron is attributed to an in-flight cluster-
cluster aggregation process.

This description of the nanofoam growth bears some sim-
ilarities to what happens during a snowfall: a low density
nanofoam layer (the snow blanket) grows because of the
coalescence of fractal, void-rich aggregates (the snowflakes).
Each aggregate increases its size by clustering of smaller
nanoparticles (supercooled water droplets) while is free to
float in a nanoparticle-rich atmosphere (supersaturated air
masses). The characteristic timescale of the aggregation dy-
namics τagg corresponds to the amount of time that an aggre-
gate (snowflake) spends in the PLD background atmosphere
(earth atmosphere) before being finally deposited on the sub-
strate (the ground).

Given that a snowfall-like process is responsible for the
nanofoam growth, one can ask what is the aggregation
timescale τagg in a PLD experiment, how τagg determines the
properties of the aggregates, and how it can be controlled by
acting on the PLD process parameters.

It is well known from the theory of fractal aggregation
[57,61] that the aggregation kinetics possesses some universal
features that can be expressed in the form of scaling laws
between the aggregates properties and the aggregation time.
The average size of the aggregates must be a monotonically
increasing function of the aggregation time τagg; in particular
the average gyration radius Rg should depend on the aggrega-
tion time following a power law:

Rg ∝ τ b
agg, (1)

where b is some power-law exponent whose value depends
on the specific aggregation mechanism at play [57,61,62].
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FIG. 5. SEM images of the deposited C aggregates after 10 laser
shots for: (a) silicon substrate, (b) amorphous carbon substrate, and
(c) rhodium substrate. The bright, spherical features observed in the
case of Rh substrate are droplets of molten Rh ejected by the target
during the Rh film deposition; the textured background is due to the
different Rh crystallite orientation. Background pressure is 700 Pa
Ar, target to substrate distance is 4.5 cm, laser fluence is 1.7 J/cm2,
repetition rate is 1 Hz.

Following the discussion proposed in [61], the exponent can
be expressed as b = z/ f , where f is the fractal dimension and
z is a coefficient that accounts for the aggregate mobility. z =
3 = zmax corresponds to a diffusion coefficient independent
from aggregate properties, whereas z = 0.33 = zmin describes
a situation in which the diffusion coefficient goes as the cubic
root of the aggregate mass. z = 1 is a typical value for a
diffusion coefficient that scales as the aggregate mass to the
−1/ f power, i.e., as D ∝ m−1/ f .

In summary, one should expect a power-law dependence of
the aggregate size on the characteristic aggregation time, with
an exponent b which can be related to the fractal dimension as
follows:

zmin

f
< b <

zmax

f
⇒ 0.18 < b < 1.67. (2)

In the following sections we propose and test two different
hypotheses about the aggregation timescale τagg, each one
related to a different physical description of the aggregation

process. First, we suppose that the aggregation timescale
is close to the aggregate time-of-flight, showing that under
reasonable assumptions τagg (and hence Rg) should depend on
the target-to-substrate distance as in a power law. The second
hypothesis is that the aggregation timescale is given by the
shot-to-shot time Tsts, which implies that Rg ∝ (Tsts )b. As will
be detailed in the next sections, experiments clearly favor the
second hypothesis over the first one.

B. Role of the target-to-substrate distance

A possible ansatz is to assume that τagg is of the same
order of the time-of-flight, i.e., the time that an aggregate
spends, on average, traveling from the region of nanoparticles
nucleation to the substrate. Under this assumption, τagg and
hence Rg must depend in some way on the target-to-substrate
distance dts. It is not trivial to determine the exact scaling
relation existing between τagg and dts. Nonetheless, one can
think of two limiting scenarios describing the motion of the
aggregates: pure advection (defined by a timescale τadv) and
pure diffusion (timescale τdiff). If both advection and diffusion
are present (as one can expect to happen in PLD experiments),
the actual aggregation timescale ranges between these limiting
values: τagg ∈ [τadv, τdiff].

In the pure advection limit each aggregate experiences a
Stoke’s drag force, so that the aggregate speed v asymptot-
ically reaches the fluid velocity of the background gas u f

within a timescale τdrag:

v(t ) = u f
(
1 − e

− t
τdrag

)
, (3)

where τdrag = m
6πηRg

depends on the aggregate mass m, the gy-
ration radius Rg, and the dynamic viscosity of the background
gas viscosity η. Once this dynamics has taken place (i.e., for
t 
 τdrag), one can assume that the aggregates are at rest in
the fluid reference system and thus reach the substrate within
the fluid motion timescale τ f , i.e., the time required to cover
a distance in the order of dts with the same speed as the fluid
velocity u f . The advection limit is therefore defined by the
following relation:

τadv = τdrag + τ f . (4)

The timescale of the drag force τdrag can be estimated by
making use of the fractal scaling [63], i.e., by rewriting the
aggregate mass in terms of nanoparticle radius Rnp, nanopar-
ticle density ρnp, and fractal dimension f :

m = 4

3
πρnpR f

g R3− f
np . (5)

Taking η = 2.3 × 10−5 Pa s, Rnp = 20 nm, ρnp =
2 mg/cm3 as the dynamic viscosity of argon at room
temperature, the average nanoparticle radius [25], and
the density of pulsed laser deposited amorphous carbon
nanoparticles [64], respectively, the drag force timescale
varies from τdrag ≈ 8 ns in the case of a single nanoparticle
(Rg = Rnp) up to τdrag ≈ 700 ns for an aggregate like the
one shown in Fig. 3 (Rg ≈ 4 μm, f ≈ 1.8). In other words,
τdrag is always in the order of a microsecond or less. The
timescale of the fluid motion τ f depends on the fluid velocity
field u f . Assuming that the fluid motion of the background
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gas is determined by the propagation of the laser-generated
shockwave, we have that u f corresponds to the velocity of
a shocked fluid; in this picture the aggregates are dragged
by the wake of the laser shockwave. In principle, the fluid
velocity after the passage of a shock can be derived from
Rankine-Hugoniot relations; exact analytical solutions,
however, can be only found under strong simplifying
assumption [65]. For the purpose of finding a scaling law
between τagg and dts we can neglect the exact fluid velocity
profile and simply consider u f = cs/k, where cs = 319 m/s
is the speed of sound in Ar at room temperature and k > 1 is
some factor few times the unity, obtaining

τ f ≈ k
dts

cs
. (6)

Since dts is in the order of few centimeters and k > 1, τ f >

200 μs 
 τdrag, and the following relation holds:

τadv = τ f + τdrag ≈ τ f ≈ k
dts

cs
. (7)

By putting Eq. (7) in the scaling law of Eq. (1) one found
that, in the advection limit τagg ≈ τadv, the average aggregate
radius should depend on the target-to-substrate distance as

Rg ∝ (dts )b. (8)

On the other hand, in the pure diffusion limit, the aggregate
motion can be thought of as a Brownian motion. The mean
squared displacement from the region of nanoparticle synthe-
sis can be expressed in terms of the time elapsed t and the
diffusion coefficient D as x2 = 2Dt [66,67]. In other words,
the timescale of the diffusive motion toward the substrate,
which coincides with the time available for aggregation, goes
as the square of the target-to-substrate distance τdiff = (dts )2

2D .
Therefore, in the pure diffusion limit (τagg = τdiff) one has

τagg = (dts )2

2D
, (9)

Which, together with Eq. (1), implies

Rg ∝ (dts )2b. (10)

By comparing Eqs. (8) and (10) we conclude that the time-
of-flight ansatz should imply a power-law relation Rg ∝ dts

b′

with an exponent b′ ∈ [b, 2b], where the equalities b′ = b and
b′ = 2b represent the pure advection and the pure diffusion
limits, respectively. Using the fractal scaling for b described
by Eq. (2) one has

Rg ∝ db′
ts , 0.18 < b′ < 3.34. (11)

This hypothesis has been tested by performing different
depositions with dts = 35, 45, 55, and 65 mm, respectively,
all the other parameters being fixed. Typical aggregate mor-
phologies are shown in Fig. 6. We first note that the number
of aggregates and the areal coverage decrease sharply with
increasing dts. This can be understood considering that with
increasing dts the solid angle intercepted by the substrate be-
comes smaller, and thus the quantity of aggregates deposited
per surface unit is reduced.

Figure 7 shows the normalized coverage (violet squares)
and the average aggregate radius (green crosses) as a function

FIG. 6. SEM images of the deposited aggregates as a function of
the target to substrate distance. Each deposition is performed with
10 shots, background pressure of 700 Pa Ar, laser fluence 1.6 J/cm2,
repetition rate 1 Hz.

of dts. The value of Rg appears to be independent from dts

within the error bars, in contrast with Eq. (11) which predicts
a power-law dependence on dts. Moreover, the power-law
function that best fits the experimental data (red solid line
in Fig. 7) has an exponent b′ ≈ 0.13, outside the range of
expected values [see Eq. (11)]. Therefore, one must conclude
that the main timescale of the aggregation kinetics is not given
by the time-of-flight of the aggregates. Also, we note that the
very weak dependence (if any) of the aggregate size on their
number (and hence on the areal coverage) is not compatible

FIG. 7. Violet squares: Average areal coverage (normalized to its
highest value) as a function of dts. Green crosses: Average aggregate
radius as a function of dts. Red solid line: Fitting power-law curve
f = a(dts )b′

for the average radius. a and b′ are obtained with with a
Levenberg-Marquardt least square algorithm. Background pressure
is 700 Pa Ar, laser fluence 1.6 J/cm2, 1 Hz repetition rate, and 10
laser shots.
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with diffusion-limited aggregation mechanisms occurring on
the substrate surface, as those observed in [46,47].

C. Role of the shot-to-shot time

The results presented in the previous section suggest that
there must be another characteristic timescale which is rele-
vant in determining the value of τagg. One possibility is that
the characteristic timescale of the aggregation dynamics is
determined by two additive contributions, namely the time-
of-flight of the aggregates plus the time interval between two
consecutive laser shots (Tsts). This hypothesis corresponds to a
physical scenario where the nanoparticles generated by the nth
laser shots are free to aggregate in the vacuum chamber for a
timescale Tsts until the shockwave generated by the subsequent
(n + 1)th laser shot drags them toward the substrate within a
timescale τadv, i.e., τagg = Tsts + τadv.

In the previous section we showed that τadv = τdrag + τ f is
in the order of few milliseconds or less, while in our experi-
ments Tsts (i.e., the inverse of laser repetition rate) ranges from
0.1 to 10 s. Therefore, given that τdrag � τ f � Tsts, Eq. (7) can
be modified as follows:

τagg = τdrag + τ f + Tsts ≈ Tsts. (12)

From Eqs. (1) and (2) it follows immediately that

Rg ∝ (Tsts )b, 0.18 < b < 1.67. (13)

In the light of the snowfall analogy, this hypothesis is
equivalent to say that the size of a snowflake is determined
by the amount of time it spends floating in the supercooled
atmosphere rather then the amount of time it takes to fall to
the ground, being the latter is much smaller than the former.
Incidentally, this mechanism is quite similar to the one at play
in actual snowfalls [68].

We tested this prediction in PLD experiments by varying
the laser repetition rate from 10 to 0.2 Hz, to which corre-
sponds Tsts = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 s, while keeping fixed
all the other process parameters. An example of the aggregate
morphology is given is Fig. 8.

The corresponding value of the average aggregate radius
(green crosses) and surface coverage (violet squares) are given
in Fig. 9.

The red solid line in Fig. 9 is the power law in the form of
Eq. (13) that best fits the experimental data for the value of Rg

as a function Tsts. The fitting is in excellent agreement with the
data, and the exponent b ≈ 0.27 lies within the range derived
by Eqs. (2) and (13); the hypothesis τagg ≈ Tsts is thereby
validated.

We point out that the presence of a shot-to-shot timescale
is a specific and intrinsic feature of the PLD technique, not
shared with other deposition techniques commonly employed
for the synthesis of nanostructured materials such as mag-
netron sputtering or supersonic cluster beam deposition. In
fact, as long as the inequality Tsts 
 τ f ≈ 1 ms holds true, the
observed relationship between the aggregate size and the laser
repetition rate can be exploited as a major (and largely unex-
plored so far) degree of freedom in the choice of the optimal
PLD parameters for tailoring the morphological properties of
ultralow density foams. Indeed, the foams grown from the
coalescence of larger aggregates should be characterized by a

FIG. 8. SEM images of the deposited aggregates as a function of
the shot-to-shot time Tsts. Each deposition is performed with 10 shots,
background pressure of 700 Pa Ar, laser fluence 1.7 J/cm2, target to
substrate distance 4.5 cm.

looser packing of the aggregate themselves. This is turn may
result in a reduction of short-range uniformity and a lower
average density. We demonstrate this approach by performing
two PLD depositions (7000 shots each) with different laser
repetition rate (namely 1 and 10 Hz), all the other parameters
being fixed. The morphology of the resulting nanofoams is
shown in Fig. 10, along with a density map performed with the
EDXS method [52,53]. The nanofoam grown with Tsts = 0.1 s
(bottom) presents a more uniform morphology compared to
the one grown with Tsts = 1 s (top). The average density is
ρ ≈ 18.7 mg/cm3 for Tsts = 0.1 s and ρ ≈ 14.3 mg/cm3 for

FIG. 9. Violet squares: Average areal coverage (normalized to
the first value) as a function of Tsts. Green crosses: Average aggregate
radius as a function of Tsts. Red solid line: Fitting power-law curve
f = a(Tsts )b′

for the average radius. a ≈ 810 and b′ ≈ 0.27 are
obtained with with a Levenberg-Marquardt least square algorithm.
Background pressure is 700 Pa Ar, laser fluence 1.7 J/cm2, dts =
4.5 cm, and 10 laser shots.
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FIG. 10. SEM images (left side) and EDXS density maps (right
side) of two carbon foams deposited with Tsts = 1 s (top) and Tsts =
0.1 s (bottom). Each deposition is performed with 7000 shots, back-
ground pressure of 1000 Pa Ar, laser fluence 2.1 J/cm2, target to
substrate distance 4.5 cm.

Tsts = 1 s, thus confirming that a proper selection of the laser
repetition rate can allow a fine tuning of the morphological
features of low-density, nanostructured materials.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, in this paper we propose a snowfall-like
model to describe the growth dynamics of nanostructured,

ultralow density material in pulsed laser deposition exper-
iments. According to this model, the nanofoam peculiar
morphology is the result of the superposition and coalescence
of micrometer-sized aggregates of carbon nanoparticles. The
aggregation process occurs in flight, i.e., before the aggregate
landing. A power-law scaling exists between aggregate size
and the aggregation timescale, and we show that the latter is
dominated by the shot-to-shot time. We also demonstrate how
this result can be exploited to tailor the nanofoam properties
(e.g., density and uniformity) by acting on the laser repetition
rate.

This work is focused on the growth of carbon nanofoams,
an important class of nanomaterials that finds application in
many scientific and technological sectors. Nonetheless, the
model we propose is based on very general assumptions, and
the experimental method that we employed is suitable for a
straightforward generalization to ultralow density materials
with different composition. Indeed, a research activity is on-
going to study the growth of other nanomaterials (e.g., copper
and titanium oxide) also in different PLD regimes. In particu-
lar, the study of nanofoam growth by PLD with femtosecond
pulses and kHz repetition rate represents a natural prosecution
of this work, since the mechanism of nanoparticle generation
and the shot-to-shot time can differ significantly from the
nanosecond, 10 Hz regime.
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